INTRODUCTION
The standard Law and Economics analysis of racial discrimination has stunted African-American thinking about race.' This consequence flows not from the cogency of its analysis, 2 but rather from the conclusion reached by early Law and Economics advocates, when desegregation had just begun, that antidiscrimination laws were wasteful and unnecessary. This hasty, surprising, and flawed conclusion discredited economic analysis as a means to enrich our understanding of racial phenomena, especially among African-American political and intellectual leaders. These leaders now largely ignore economic analysis in favor of cultural critiques of race's role in American society. Insightful and perceptive as such critiques might be, however, they provide no substitute for a careful analysis of race in market transactions Law and Economics had this HASTINGS LA W JOURNAL audience whose political support is sought distrusts the discipline used to identify desirable policies.
Law and Economics is not solely responsible for this state of affairs. Its rash and mistaken analysis of racial discrimination discredited economic analysis within the civil rights community, but other cultural factors peculiar to African-American history were at work as well. While these factors will be discussed in general terms, the principal goal of this Article is to contribute to the redemption of economics' reputation as a source of insights into the way race operates in our society.
The schools of economics whose reputations provoke this concern do not include the neoclassical school of microeconomics, which provides the foundation for Law and Economics. Rather, the appropriate concern is for the many other schools whose approaches might enrich our understanding by revealing the scale and direction of economic incentives for various behaviors. To refurbish the legitimacy of these other schools, it helps first to show that even Law and Economics does not produce foolish results. Thus, this analysis starts with showing how Law and Economics erred, even by its own lights, as a first step towards my goal. Having shown this error, the analysis will then correct it. No claim will be made that Law and Economics, as corrected, reaches wise answers, or even any particular answer. Instead, the only claim made is that its corrected analysis does not contradict common experience or preach lunacy.
Part I of this paper presents the mistake that Law and Economics made: a gross oversight in its analysis of a factor that while in plain view was invisible. Remarkably, even those who argued strenuously against the Law and Economics approach experienced the same blind spot. This Part also attempts to account for why the oversight occurred. It finds a partial explanation in the evolution of the analysis, during which insufficient attention was given to implicit limiting assumptions contained within Gary Becker's original individual firm level analysis. The persistence of the error over the intervening decades invites speculation about the cognitive and psychological factors at work, but I have resisted that temptation and leave investigation of this phenomenon to other disciplines. This Part also corrects the Law and Economics analysis and extends the analysis, as corrected, to indeterminate results.
Part II identifies the cultural and historical factors that contributed to the civil rights community's neglect of the effects of race on commercial transactions and business discrimination in general. It attempts to explain why the Law and Economics analysis had such a major discrediting effect on an entire discipline.
Part III discusses racial disparities in income, wealth, and business activity. It argues that significant business ownership creates private [Vol. 57:255 power, and that it is the absence of such power, unconstrained by political accountability and public scrutiny and legal doctrines restricting purposes and beneficiaries, that helps explain persistent inequality.
Part IV applies economic analysis to illustrative racial phenomena, residential segregation and credit redlining, and poses the new questions that such an analysis provokes. To the critique of Becker's work in Part I, it adds a critique of statistical discrimination and suggests that approaches based upon the economics of information collection and verification might prove fruitful.
This article concludes with a plea for greater efforts to understand the way racial phenomena operate in commercial markets. If greater African-American business activity reduces inequality, we all stand to benefit. Not only will our economy make better use of its human resources, but our society will experience greater social cohesion because business is not just a way to make money. It is also a major cultural activity, and has been since the earliest urban civilizations. By more closely aligning economic and commercial interests across racial boundaries, we will also reduce the social and political salience of race.
I. THE INVISIBLE MAN IN LAW AND ECONOMICS
Numerous scholars from multiple disciplines have challenged Law and Economics on a variety of grounds. Those challenges have succeeded. The assumptions critical to the neoclassical microeconomic model upon which Law and Economics is based have been thoroughly critiqued. Empiricists have gradually accumulated voluminous evidence of systematic deviations from the rational choice model. Its "neutral" goal of economic efficiency has been shown to be value-laden and dependent on initial distributions. Moreover, its methodological individualism is in fundamental tension with the concept of race, intrinsically a group concept. I will not review all of this work. Instead, I will accept the assumptions of Law and Economics as true and show that it still made a fundamental error, and a fundamentally simple one. It made an error of perception.
Microeconomic quantitative analysis of racial discrimination began with the publication of The Economics of Discrimination in 1957, the doctoral dissertation of future Nobel laureate Gary Becker. 8 In Becker's words, "the major contribution 9 of the book is to develop a theory of non-pecuniary motivation and to apply it quantitatively to discrimination in the market place."'" 8. BECKER, supra note i. He won the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 1992. BANNOCK ET AL., DICTIONARY OF ECONOMICS 31 (1998) .
9. Its lasting contribution may be methodological.
io. BECKER, SUpra note i, at ii.
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HeinOnline --57 Hastings L.J. 259 [2005] [2006] Becker quantified and monetized the level of discrimination by attributing it to a taste by whites for nonassociation with blacks. An individual with such a taste acts "as if he were willing to pay something, either directly or in the form of a reduced income, to be associated with some persons instead of others."" Quantification resulted when he posited that white workers and employers would willingly forego certain amounts of wages and profits to satisfy their preferences for nonassociation.' 2 The amount of wages or profits foregone became the quantity, or dollar amount, of discrimination. Conversely, when whites could not satisfy their preference for nonassociation, then they had incurred a psychic cost of an equal amount.
By quantifying discrimination in this manner, Becker could mathematically model racial discrimination, and mathematical models provide predictions which can be confirmed or refuted by empirical evidence. This ability to create mathematical models, which in turn generate empirical predictions, gives neoclassical microeconomic theory a powerful allure. This allure blinded many legal scholars, who seized upon this new tool and applied it to long term historical and broad social and cultural phenomena while ignoring its limiting assumptions.
Becker reasoned' 3 that if an employer discriminated against black workers, there would be two effects. First, demand for black workers with the relevant skills would be depressed, and with no reduction in supply, such workers would, at the margin, be willing to work for lower wages' 4 (an employer practice currently barred by Title VII' 5 ). They ii. Id. at 14. 12. Considerable empirical data have accumulated over the past dozen years in the field of affective forecasting from experiments by psychologists and economists that strongly suggest that individuals are not very good at predicting the intensity or duration of happiness or unhappiness. The evidence suggests that we systematically overestimate both the happiness of positive events and the unhappiness of negative events. See Jon Gertner, The Futile Pursuit of Happiness, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 7, 2003, § 6, at 44 (discussing the work of Daniel Gilbert, Daniel Kahneman, George Lowenstein, and Timothy Wilson). Their empirical work suggests that (consistent with the historical record) the experience of desegregation would not be nearly as painful and traumatic as whites anticipated. The further implication of their work is that preferences do not remain stable over time, but can vary in intensity, contradicting one of the most significant assumptions of the standard neoclassical model. See 13. Becker modeled discrimination by employers, employees, and consumers, but most of the law and economics incorporation and development of his theory has focused on employer discrimination (probably because Title VII only prohibits discrimination by employers and does not reach discrimination by employees and consumers, except by prohibiting employers from allowing or permitting such discrimination).
would then be employed at lower wages than white co-workers by employers who chose not to discriminate in hiring. Second, since equally skilled black workers (assumed to be as productive as white workers), would work at lower wages, non-discriminating employers would earn more profits than employers that discriminated and hired only more costly white workers. 6 Over time, 7 non-discriminating employers would either drive discriminating employers out of business or acquire their firms, since the same firm would be worth more to the nondiscriminating employer because it would generate more profits for a non-discriminating employer than for a discriminating one.' Accepting this logic, Law and Economics adherents then generalized this conclusion to the entire economy and concluded that because market forces will make racial discrimination unprofitable, laws prohibiting employment discrimination by employers become largely unnecessary. ("Becker himself was more cautious, and claimed only that 'under certain conditions' would competitive markets eliminate discriminatory employers.") 9 Thus, only when governments mandate segregation or themselves practice discrimination are legal mandates against discrimination needed. In the latter circumstance market competition cannot penalize discriminating governments because they, like monopolies, face no competition. Furthermore, (the Law and Economics argument continued), because antidiscrimination laws impose regulatory and compliance costs, but do not contribute to production or efficiency," employment discrimination laws waste resources.' To Law and Economics adherents 16. See BECKER, supra note I, at 21, 43-45.
17.
The amount of time is not specified. The longer the time, the greater the likelihood that intervening factors might disrupt the prediction. Even Becker implies a lengthy time period. He noted the remarkable stability over decades of the relative occupational positions of "Negroes," both North 20. To the extent that antidiscrimination laws ensure that more productive workers are not discriminated against, these laws do contribute to efficiency. In the firm-specific sense, workers discriminated against would work in their second or third best roles. If workers face discrimination and cannot work in their highest value added positions, their productivity is less than their potential.
21. "The aggregate costs of these [Title VII] cases, and of the many more matters that are settled without litigation, must be considerable .... Title VII may generate substantial costs over and above the costs of administering the statute .... Title VII may not be effective, in which event its these costs make antidiscrimination laws both inefficient and unwarranted. These costs, they have argued, exceed any possible benefit, because market competition alone would drive discriminating employers from the marketplace without requiring any antidiscrimination legislation. The costs of enforcement thus become unnecessary and constitute waste. Further waste occurs when antidiscrimination laws distort economic decisions by causing employers to adopt inefficient practices to avoid the costly litigation that might result from close cases, mistaken plaintiffs, and strike suits." Ironically (to their minds), laws mandating equal pay for equal work, 23 part of the civil rights infrastructure, bar non-discriminating employers from reaping the enhanced profits that would flow from their willingness to hire black workers at wages depressed by the discrimination of other employers. Civil rights laws prevent market competition from penalizing employers that discriminate, or so the argument goes. Without such laws, black workers, by accepting less pay, make non-discriminating employers more profitable (essentially bribing them to forgo their preference for nonassociation). When more profitable non-discriminating firms have acquired or driven out of business all discriminating firms, the supply of black workers would no longer exceed the demand and black and white wages would equalize (and also eliminate the, wage disparity which motivated the non-discriminating employers to forego their preference for nonassociation in the first place). 4 The prominence of some of the initial proponents 5 of Law and Economics within legal academia, combined with their rejection of civil rights reforms on "respectable" grounds, i.e. those not explicitly segregationist, gave immediate appeal in some circles to the general policy conclusion to which they prematurely leaped-that antidiscrimination laws were both unnecessary and a wasteful burden on administrative costs are a dead weight loss." Richard A. (200o) . Prior to enactment of this law, employers could, and usually did, pay minorities and women a lesser wage for performing the same jobs as white male workers.
24. Having black workers bribe white workers to forego their preference for nonassociation as employees is more difficult. To allow employers to pay a premium to white workers that are unable to satisfy their preference for nonassociation, black wages must be below those of white workers. Put another way, the employer would have to pay white workers in an integrated work force more than he would if the work force were all white. As a consequence in response to the desire for nonassociation of white employees, an income maximizing white employer would hire an all black or all white work force, but not a mixed group. BECKER, supra note i, at 56.
25. Professors Richard Posner (then a faculty member at the University of Chicago Law School and now a judge on the U.S. Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals) and Richard Epstein (a Chicago colleague).
[Vol. 57:255 the economy." These proponents reached this conclusion less than a decade after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964" which among other things, desegregated public accommodations. This legislation, America's first modern wholesale attempt at desegregation, encountered bitter resistance both before and after enactment.s Their recommendation proposed exchanging the first concrete and widespread civil rights gains since Reconstruction for the predictions of an economic theory whose assumptions flatly contradicted common experience. To advocates of civil rights, this recommendation hardly seemed credible in the context of an affirmative action debate which included many vehement critics of the initial efforts to dismantle state-mandated segregation. This recommendation ignored both American history and the law-like role played by this era's racial norms.
9 Employment discrimination and even government discrimination, particularly in the industrial North, were enforced through custom and tradition, i.e. social norms, which had the effect of eliminating market competition for the services of black employees." Even assuming market competition existed and operated in close approximation to the Law and Economics model, this recommendation came devoid of any timetable for predicting when discriminatory firms might be eliminated from the market place. The 26. "To begin with, not all discrimination is inefficient... ; therefore efforts to prevent it impose a social cost over and above the cost of the efforts themselves." RICHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 337 (4th ed. 1992) . "[Tjhe added costs, both direct and indirect, that antidiscrimination laws impose on employers will be passed on in part to consumers, in the form of higher prices." Id. at 337-38. "[Tlhis consensus [favoring enforcement of the antidiscrimination principle] focuses too heavily on historical injustices.., and too little on the economic and social consequences that are generated by the antidiscrimination laws." RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, FORBIDDEN GROUNDS: THE CASE AGAINST EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION LAWS 2 (1992) [hereinafter EPSTEIN, FORBIDDEN GROUNDS] . In fairness, Posner's and Epstein's use of economic analysis extended far beyond issues of race relations, which was treated as a minor topic. Much of their use has been a valuable tool to legal analysis, but it also suffers from the same general weakness identified here; a failure to examine fundamental assumptions in the light of the policy conclusions being recommended. Cass R. Sunstein, Social Norms and Social Roles, 96 COLUM. L. REV. 9o3 (1996) (discussing the power of social norms to regulate behavior and the use of the law in "norm management"). "Social norms are also part and parcel of systems of race and sex equality. If norms changed, existing inequalities would be greatly reduced." Id. at 9o8; see also ROBERT C. ELLICKSON prominence given to the Law and Economics analysis and the resulting policy recommendation, in the context of the political struggle of the times, had an unfortunate result. Before economic approaches to an understanding of racial discrimination could be properly seized upon and developed by the civil rights community, they were thoroughly discredited. 3 ' In the view of critics, the initial neoclassical microeconomics approach to the phenomenon of racial discrimination failed miserably. Kenneth Arrow, a prominent economist and Nobel laureate (1972)" criticized Becker's analysis for "predict[ing] the absence of the phenomenon it was designed to explain." 33 It has been criticized for its "deep flaws, some emanating from its deficiencies in economic modeling, and some from the defects in its premises." 34 Becker's analysis was ahistorical. 35 In purporting to model racial discrimination, it assumed facts completely opposite to the common everyday "facts of life" of American society, especially in the South.
3 6 Nevertheless, Becker's 31. I refer here to the tools of economic analysis, not necessarily those specific to neoclassical microeconomics, which form the foundation for the school of Law and Economics. As I make clear later, Law and Economics' failure to recognize the limitations imposed by its own assumptions has led it to erroneous conclusions. LIFE 187-203, 192 (Anthony Pascal ed., 1972) . This pithy critique is also cited in PALGRAVE, supra note I, at 616. Even Professor Kenneth Arrow, who disagreed with Becker, failed to consider the psychic costs to discrimination's victims and how victims might react to these costs. This failure occurred despite Arrow's explicit articulation of some of the assumptions underlying neoclassical microeconomics, his recognition of the complicating role of racial perceptions, and his explicit incorporation in his analysis of discrimination (in another article) that "history 1036-38 (1995) [hereinafter McAdams, Cooperation and Conflict] . McAdams has rightly pointed out that the preference was for nonassociation as equals:
Kenneth Arrow, Some Mathematical Models of Race Discrimination in the Labor Market, in
The key to understanding this behavior is to perceive its subordinating quality. Status comes about by disparaging others, by asserting and reinforcing a claim to superior social rank. Under this view, the associational preference model is partly, but only partly, correct. One obvious way to express disrespect toward others is to refuse to associate with them. But non-association is over-and under inclusive because one can subordinate those with whom one associates and because, when non-association is used, it does not exhaust the means of subordination.
[VOL. As quickly as the twinkling of an eye, Professor Epstein acknowledges dutifully America's history of discrimination against African Americans and passes on. This strategy is central to the overall scheme of his impressive assault upon Title VII. For it is designed to persuade the reader that the history of discrimination has no significant impact upon the current socio-economic status of blacks and their chances for improving that condition, and that racial discrimination is largely a relic of the past. With this obstacle out of the way, the force of his overall argument, if not much of his rhetoric, about the blight of government regulation of discrimination in the workplace seems almost irresistible. to consider the psychic costs imposed by discrimination on its victims.
Id

39
This failure of perception by the Law and Economics movement is particularly perplexing because the seminal work that first applied quantitative economic analysis to racial discrimination began its analysis by hypothesizing that whites incur psychic costs when they must associate with blacks despite a preference for nonassociation. The logical corollary would suggest that blacks might incur psychic costs or psychic income from the presence or absence of discrimination.
Even more remarkable, the psychic costs to victims of discrimination were overlooked even by defenders of Title VII who challenged the market efficiency arguments of the Law and Economics school. 40 Nowhere in the longstanding argument between adherents of Law and Economics and civil rights advocates has anyone directly raised this failure. Over more than four decades, in all the subsequent literature, 4 I 39. This failure of perception is not unique to Law and Economics but is found in other aspects of the law concerning race. For instance, in City of Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., the Court wrote, "States and their local subdivisions have many legislative weapons at their disposal both to punish and prevent present discrimination .... 488 U.S. 469, 494 (1989) . In the context of this statement the Court clearly meant laws against racial discrimination in business transactions. The Court apparently viewed the statement as so obvious it felt no need to cite to any judicial decision or legislative enactment. Yet if the Court (in an opinion written by Justice OConnor) had tried to find a citation, it would have been unable to do so, because no such laws have been enacted anywhere. The Court shares this misperception with many in the civil rights community who similarly assume that remedies exist for such discrimination. For an explanation for the nonexistence of such laws, see Suggs, supra note 7, at 1264-87. It is also noteworthy that the dissents in Croson, even the one by Justice Marshall, let the quoted language pass unchallenged. Grounds, supra note 26); PALGRAVE, supra note I, at 615. Even critics of the Law and Economics approach to racial discrimination overlooked the psychic costs to victims of discrimination. Professor John Donohue, one of the leading critics of the Law and Economics argument that antidiscrimination laws are unnecessary, also failed to realize that discrimination imposes psychic costs on its victims. His goal of demonstrating that antidiscrimination laws are efficient makes this oversight especially noteworthy. Since discrimination imposes psychic costs on its victims, his strongest efficiency argument would have been to emphasize the psychic costs to victims, especially since in the more appealing moral calculus these costs would be greater to the victims of discrimination. The subjective psychic costs of individuals cannot be directly measured and compared-this was the point of Beckers' methodology to indirectly quantify it. Assuming individuals have fixed preferences of unvarying intensity (a critical assumption of Becker and one inconsistent with the empirical data), a rabid racist willing to murder to preserve his preference for nonassociation might well have greater psychic investments in discrimination than a saintly victim willing to endure, persevere and forgive might have in equality and respect. Yet intuitively it seems there ought to be a significant economic distinction, as well as a moral one, between psychic costs incurred from thwarted preferences for nonassociation and costs imposed by affirmative acts of humiliation and harassment and especially from direct financial costs arising from unequal wages.
41. The sociological and psychological literature has for decades focused on the psychological injury to targets of discrimination. See Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 494 n.ii (1954) REV. 149, 195-200 (1992) (discussing psychic costs as psychological injury in the context of moral claims).
43. Posner, supra note 21, at 519 ("[Nlet loss of wealth might be offset in gain in self-esteem from being freed from direct ... discrimination, but that gain would be outside the scope of the analyses .... "). If Posner had been thinking of self-esteem as a psychic loss in Becker's terms ("In Becker's analysis, the costs to whites of associating with blacks are real costs .. " Id. at 515), then it would not be outside the scope of analysis.
David Charney & G. Mitu Gulati, Efficiency-Wages, Tournaments and Discrimination: A Theory of Employment Discrimination Law for "High Level
Within the premises of Becker's model, defenders of legal regulation are left to emphasize the interim costs of waiting for discrimination to be eradicated by market processes-in particular, the psychic harms suffered by victims of discrimination and the social loss that results when discrimination reduces the incentives for a group to work or invest in human capital. Id. at 63.
45. Perhaps the most tantalizing mentions appeared in Donohue, Advocacy Versus Analysis, supra note 40, at 1588-89. "Private discrimination is a form of psychological pollution that corrodes the well-being of both victims and moralists, and excluding these costs from the social calculus-as Epstein does-would be as illogical as excluding the costs of chemical pollution in assessing environmental programs." Id. at 1588. "The problem in this context is that any effort by blacks to bribe whites to stop discriminating may generate psychological losses that exceed the gains from eliminating discrimination." Id. at 1589 n.21. "The existence of racial discrimination in labor markets imposes external costs on those, both black and white, who are offended by such invidious discrimination." Id. at 1589. " [T] he discriminatory firm imposes dignitary harms.., on minority citizens." Id. at i6o9. See also Stewart J. Schwab, Employment Discrimination, in 3 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND ECONOMICs 572 (B. Bouckaert & G. De Geest, eds.) . Schwab summarizes the argument in Donohue's review of Posner's book:
[T]aking up more directly Posner's challenge to point to a market failure, Donohue pointed to third-party moralists who abhor discrimination directed against others. Their preferences are not considered in the contracts between employers and black and white employees. Even if discriminating employers are willing to pay for their taste for discrimination in reduced profits, the outcome is not efficient because employers are ignoring the external harm their discrimination causes these moralists .... Donohue has acknowledged that economists generally try not to rely on altruism or the preferences of moralists in making efficiency arguments. Id. at 584 (footnotes omitted).
46. " [T] he relative preference theory points to an obvious harm of discrimination that is entirely missed by Becker's account: the psychological harm to the victims of discrimination." McAdams, Relative Preferences, supra note 37, at 98.
RALPH ELLISON, INVISIBLE MAN (1947).
December 2005] experience costs from their mere inability to satisfy a preference for nonassociation, then surely blacks must incur psychic costs"' when victimized by discrimination.
Becker's argument explicitly considered, and was premised upon, the psychic costs that whites incurred when their preferences for nonassociation with blacks were unsatisfied. Becker devoted individual chapters to the psychic costs borne by white workers, white employers, and white consumers. He developed mathematical equations for all these variants on his central idea. At only two points in his analysis 49 did Becker partially escape from his one-sided perspective and recognize that blacks could experience psychic costs. But these psychic costs were incurred as "wannabe" perpetrators of discrimination-when blacks wished to discriminate against whites but could not satisfy their preferences for nonassociation-not as victims of discrimination.
If the psychic costs incurred by whites upon denial of their preference to discriminate determine the wisdom and advisability of antidiscrimination laws, then the psychic costs borne by victims of discrimination must have at least equal consideration. To conclude otherwise requires the belief that blacks do not share a common humanity and lack the same feelings as whites.
Such a belief was implicit in Posner's expansion of Becker's approach:
In Becker's analysis, the costs to whites of associating with blacks are real costs, and a law requiring such associations does not, at least in any obvious way, reduce those costs. Of course, it makes blacks better off, presumably by less than it makes whites worse off; for if both whites and blacks were made better off, there would be net gains from association and the law would not be necessary. 5°P osner appears to mean only that black financial gains from the end of discrimination would be less than white psychic losses from denial of their preference for nonassociation. If black gains exceeded white losses, then blacks could pay whites to give up their preferences and still have net gains. So, ending discrimination would become a mutually beneficial voluntary transaction. However, implicit in his reasoning is the assumption that blacks cannot have psychic costs.
In Posner's analysis, having paid whites to give up their preference, blacks would still be better off than before, when they lacked access to 48. These costs would also affect the incentives for blacks to seek work with discriminatory employers or co-workers or consumers, and no analysis considered how these incentives would affect the predicted ability of market competition to drive discriminatory firms out of business or create market distortions. See Part III infra.
49. BECKER, supra note 1, at 31, 157. 50. Posner, supra note 21, at 515 (emphasis added).
[VOL. 57:255 the jobs that whites had." But if black psychic costs are tallied, then besides absorbing the monetary costs of having to bribe whites to work with them, they would still have the additional psychic costs of the humiliation of having had to pay whites for that "privilege." 52 From Posner's perspective, psychic costs are only incurred with the passage of antidiscrimination laws that deny whites their preferences. But when black psychic costs as victims of discrimination are considered, then prior to the enactment of these laws they have both psychic costs from the denial of their preference to be treated with equality as well as the financial costs imposed by discriminatory terms of employment.
Law and Economics has some explaining to do. It hypothesized a white population that realized psychic income from its associational preferences, but failed even to consider that African-Americans might incur psychic losses from those same white associational preferences. Why the flip side of the psychic coin never warranted examination is puzzling. Such a glaring lack of symmetry in the analysis escaped identification over several decades of criticism and rejoinder. It fairly demands explanation. 53 The methodologies of economic analysis, specifically, the practice of neglecting to explicitly articulate the underlying assumptions of microeconomics, probably contributed to this oversight. Becker analyzed the effects of discrimination by the employers, employees, and customers on an individual firm. His analysis focused on the effects on the individual firm's profitability, caused either by discrimination against more productive African-American workers, which raised firm labor costs and reduced profitability, or caused by not discriminating and 51. See supra note 24 and accompanying text. This aggregation would not work. Even if an employer were nondiscriminatory, if its white employees were not, the result under Becker's analysis would be monoracial work forces. Posner assumes that the psychic stakes to each side are equal on an individual basis. Consider the integration of Central High School in Little Rock. Thousands of white students felt very intensely about the entrance of nine African-American students into their all white school. Even one student, i.e., James Meredith integrating into Ole Miss, provoked a similar intense reaction. In both instances the aggregate costs required to satisfy white preferences would have dwarfed the aggregate resources of the African-Americans involved, probably even of their entire community.
52. See Donohue, Advocacy Versus Analysis, supra note 40, at 1588 n.2I ("The problem in this context is that any effort by blacks to bribe whites to stop discriminating may generate psychological losses that exceed the gains from eliminating discrimination. In other words, the very act of trying to bribe someone to treat you equally underscores your own subordinate role.... Some things of value may simply not be achievable through purchase.").
53. In the grand sweep of American history, this failure of empathy is hardly noteworthy; slaveholders imagined slaves were happy; and modem segregationists believed that only interference from outside agitators generated civil rights protests from an otherwise contented (but impoverished and exploited) African-American population. Of course slaveholders and segregationists were also unabashedly white supremacists whose racial ideology had no problem conceptualizing AfricanAmericans as lacking any desire for personal freedom, autonomy or respect, factors central to the existence of the white population and the foundational theory of our Constitution.
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having to pay greater wages to white workers so they would forego their taste for discrimination. In the first instance blacks are never hired, so black psychic costs do not become part of the cost structure of the individual firm under analysis. In the second scenario, when white employers must forego their preference for nonassociation because black workers are hired, then black workers would have no psychic losses from refusals to hire (although they would have psychic costs from the knowledge that whites were paid more for the same work), but these would not be firm costs. 4 Within the universe of the individual firm under analysis, black psychic costs do not appear, so perhaps Becker never thought of them. Proponents of Law and Economics then took his finding that discriminatory firms would be less competitive, and concluded that antidiscrimination laws were unnecessary and a dead weight burden on the economy. 5 But, this conclusion ignored the underlying assumptions of Becker's analysis, which was limited to the individual firm. The expansion of his finding from the individual firm level to the general economy and society ignored the psychic costs to victims of discrimination, who became invisible because their psychic costs were external to any individual discriminating firm.
Unfortunately, I can offer no convincing explanations for the decades long persistence of this oversight and my speculation would be no more than that. The identification, description, and analysis of this failure of Law and Economics bespeaks caution to those who would fit complex human behavior within an all encompassing theory while ignoring the limits and frailties of the human animal. 6
INCORPORATING BLACK PSYCHIC Loss IN BECKER'S MODEL
What happens to Becker's analysis if the psychic costs of victims of racial discrimination are included? Black workers must incur psychic costs," and, arguably, much greater psychic costs than whites, 8 resulting 54. This assumes that white employees and employers do not discriminate in other ways; e.g., terms and conditions of employment, assignments, training, promotions.
55. Becker's work preceded the enactment of Title VII by a decade, so this error cannot be laid at his doorstep. 56. A brain biologist, finding this unremarkable, would point out that the brain evolved in response to environmental challenges to the human animal's survival and not with the goal of perfecting a general purpose reasoning appliance, the equivalent of a biological computer. See generally JOSEPH E. LEDoux, THE EMOTIONAL BRAIN: THE MYSTERIOUS UNDERPINNINGS OF EMOTIONAL LIFE (1996) . On how the biological basis of economic choices at the level of neural circuits in individual brains has given rise to a new field neuroeconomics, 57. These are aside from economic costs, e.g., exclusion from the informal information exchange among co-workers that enhances job performance and career planning. In addition, preliminary research suggests a link between the psychological stress of discrimination and hypertension and racial harassment, 6° overt bigotry, and deliberate acts of humiliation from white employers and employees.
In the standard Law and Economics analysis, black workers must work for lower wages because the reduction in demand for black workers created by discriminatory employers would reduce the total demand for black workers. With the supply remaining constant, 6 2 their wages would have to fall. Classic Law and Economics assumed black workers would accept a discriminatory wage, and receive unequal pay for equal work from employers concerned more with profits than a preference for nonassociation.
If Becker's analysis is modified to incorporate black psychic costs, then two major consequences ensue. The first is that the entire economy benefits from the legal prohibitions of Title VII against discrimination. The costs to victims of discrimination (to the extent that prohibition is effective) are eliminated and civil rights laws are not wasteful. Second, absent laws against discrimination, black workers might respond differently than predicted by Law and Economics. They might not go and happily work at other firms for lower wages. Subtracting their psychic losses from their nominal wages could conceivably reduce their wages below zero. Other alternatives might provide greater utility. They might increased morbidity and mortality. Such a link, if confirmed, translates psychic costs into more traditional economic costs. If debilitating stress is also created for whites merely from functioning in a desegregated environment, then whites who experience this loss (of status according to the McAdams critique), may also experience the psychic costs of being unable to satisfy their preference as the more conventional economic loss of impaired health.
58. See supra note 40. 59. Denials of employment would result from white employer's preference for nonassociation. 6o. Racial harassment could result from employment of black workers by discriminatory employers expressing their preference for nonassociation or from white employees expressing a similar preference. Becker assumed perfect competition and the absence of supply constraints for workers of either race, and he argued that white employers would trade their preference for nonassociation for increased profits and employ all black employees at reduced wages, and that such an integrated work force would not occur because white workers would demand more wages to work alongside black workers than to work with other white workers, leading employers to have either all black or all white employees. BECKER, supra note 1, at 56. In a less than perfect world with supply constraints for some workers, employers may find a shortage of one category of white production workers, leading them to hire all black employees in a given category, but there may be an oversupply of white supervisory employees so that white supervising employees may be unable to move to a comparable position supervising white employees. For such a white supervisory employee the quantification of his preference for nonassociation would result in a sum less than the wage differential between supervising black employees and stepping down to a lower category of employment where the shortage exists.
6i. Legal prohibitions are often effective because they establish societal norms, but societal norms favoring antidiscrimination might also exist in the absence of legal prohibitions.
62. This is a reasonable assumption for the short term, but over any extended period of time, the labor supply might change, through migration, emigration, self-employment, or withdrawal from the labor force.
December 2005] drop out of the labor force entirely, seek underground employment in illegal activity, or seek employment in different occupations (underemployment) with lower nominal wages but without the psychic losses." Or they might become tardy and less disciplined at work. By shirking they might lower their productivity to conform to their reduced wage. 6 ' By thus reducing psychic losses, shirking is income maximizing. Since their reduced wages would in turn reduce their returns on their invested human capital, they might have reduced incentives to make future investments in their own human capital 6 " and become less willing to increase their skills by seeking out training opportunities or advanced education or become less willing to use informal networking opportunities to benefit their employer. Each of these possible responses denies to the less discriminatory employer the enhanced profitability that Law and Economics predicts. For these reasons 66 market competition is unlikely to drive discriminatory firms out of business.
II. A Suspicious AUDIENCE
Overcoming the racial divides that plague our society requires the creation of business wealth among all disadvantaged groups. Yet before such a goal becomes the priority of the civil rights establishment, the suspicions of this audience must first be overcome. This audience is far from predisposed to consider solutions derived from economic analyses of racial phenomena, or to view business firms as the natural beneficiaries of their labors. Black business development has always been an afterthought, or at best a step-child, in the civil rights agenda. Most political support for such programs has come from Republican administrations, not the Democrats, who, beginning with Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and especially since Lyndon Baines Johnson, have been viewed as more progressive on racial issues. And, AfricanAmericans are overwhelmingly Democratic. The Nixon administration's heraldry of "Black Capitalism" ' always seemed morally suspect when contrasted with the War on Poverty. Robber barons, even black and 63. This means discrimination can affect the distribution of workers, which contradicts Becker's analysis. See BECKER, supra note I, at 3. 64. A Soviet Russian aphorism captured the low worker productivity response to the low wages of that society, "They pretend to pay us and we pretend to work." 157-58 (997) . This is also a response to statistical discrimination and is the response that can make statistical discrimination a self-fulfilling [Vol. 57:255 embryonic ones, hardly seem deserving of our sympathy or sacrifice.
CASS SUNSTEIN, FREE MARKETS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
The personal history of the civil rights leadership created a fertile milieu for suspicions about the business world and the credibility of economic analysis. The civil rights establishment has historically lacked significant ties to the business world. It is alien. None of the national leaders of the 195os and i96os came from business backgrounds. Few African-Americans have achieved positions of leadership within large
corporations. Those that have, only recently, did not succeed by pursuing African-American agendas. African-American owned business firms more firmly grounded in African-American communities remain small and a minor element in African-American society. 69 Some might also doubt the wisdom of premising the fulfillment of the aspirations of so many on the success of a small group motivated primarily by naked self interest.
Another difficulty derives from the origins of African-American intellectual opinion, which habitually views the world from a non-market perspective. African-American history involves a unique experience with the market. African-Americans were both exchanged as market commodities" 0 (a simultaneously harsh and intimate market experience) and prohibited from engaging in market activity for their own benefit. 7 ' As a result, African-Americans lack a significant business community and have only just begun to develop one.
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The absence of a strong business community and the indirect prohibitions on developing one had two consequences. It led to an early reliance on non-market institutions, especially the church, but also including schools and social welfare organizations, both as sources of leadership and as intermediaries to engage dominant white institutions. It also distorted the African-American perspective on society and social change by underemphasizing the roles of business and entrepreneurial activity. Further skewing this perspective, major non-market institutions such as the military, government, and nonprofit social welfare organizations tentatively began employing African-Americans more than a generation before the business community, assuring that the AfricanAmericans most knowledgeable about mainstream institutions remained somewhat removed from the business world. Even during the period of sustained organizational activity that created political coalitions capable of enacting civil rights legislation, only rarely did political allies come from the white business community.
Until comparatively recently, few African-Americans had direct experience as business owners.
73 Even professional employment in major (1985) . By 1997, Black-owned firms had grown in number to 823,499 with 93,235 having paid employees, an increase of 243% in the number of firms and an increase of 241% in the number of those with paid employees. Firms with $i,ooo,ooo or more in receipts had increased to 8,682, [Since this threshold is unadjusted for inflation, the increase in part reflects this factor.] and firms with ioo or more employees had grown by 654%. Even with this rapid growth Black-owned firms accounted for only 3.95% of all firms, 1.76% of firms with paid employees, and 0.38 % of total business receipts. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, DEP'T OF COMMERCE. 1997 SURVEY OF MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES -BLACK, at 17 tbl.i, 75 tbl.8, 77 tbl.9, 8o tbl.II (2OO). Preliminary estimates released from the most recent economic census (2002) show continued growth. Between 1997 and 2002 the number of Black-owned firms increased 45%, and their revenues [Vol. 57:255 corporations, itself effectively barred until the late i96os, could not provide a rewarding experience with market institutions. An economic perspective on society, routine for any business owner, did not come bundled with the African-American experience. Amongst neither the elites nor the rank and file would reliance on business as an engine of collective progress have come naturally.
At the same time that Law and Economics became popular among legal academics in the early 197os, African-Americans first began the desegregation of mainstream legal institutions, especially the law schools. 74 Many of the first law faculty had first established themselves as lawyers with major civil rights organizations and had spent considerable portions of their careers battling discrimination. To them the sincere belief that civil rights laws were unnecessary and that market forces would extinguish discrimination would have seemed akin to lunacy.
During this period, the Olin Foundation was both funding the establishment of Law and Economics programs at a number of leading law schools 7 " and providing financial support to many of the litigation efforts seeking to invalidate affirmative action. 7 6 This common source of support suggested a link between a dominant school of economics and a broader agenda hostile to civil rights.
Furthermore, Becker's analysis, which hypothesized racial discrimination motivated by a desire for nonassociation, flatly contradicted the historical record. In the South especially, during slavery and its Jim Crow aftermath, the most intimate functions of white family life revolved around African-Americans as domestic servants, nannies, increased 30%, but the number with paid employees increased from 93,200 to 94,862, less than 1.7%. and wet nurses. Even housing patterns reflected this intimacy. Before modern forms of transportation developed and became widely available to the poor, the large number of African-Americans who worked in white households necessarily lived in close proximity to their employers. At the time Becker wrote (1957), the South lacked the strict geographic residential segregation that marked the urban North, a state of affairs taken as a given by Becker.
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, 2002 SURVEY OF BUSINESS OWNERS, PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
7 Even in the urban North, the scale of such segregation was of comparatively recent origins, reflecting the migrations fueled by the industrial expansions of two World Wars. To anyone with a passing acquaintance with African-American or urban history, Becker's hypothesis appeared absurd.
Law and Economics only compounded this absurdity when it pronounced that antidiscrimination laws were unnecessary and wasteful. In the context of the times, the policy recommendations coming from Law and Economics appeared dubious at best, and coming so soon after the first beginnings of desegregation, possibly malign. For later scholars, especially economists who rejected the assumptions underlying Law and Economics, and who might have investigated whether economic analysis could shed new light on racial phenomena, the well had been poisoned.
Even without this "poison" the civil rights community was unlikely to be fertile ground for economic analysis. It had never succumbed to the infatuation with economic analysis and market efficiency that captivated the imagination of so many conservatives. Relatively few senior legal scholars identified with the civil rights community, or sympathetic to it, have used economic analysis as part of their core scholarship 8 A few 77. MASSEY & DENTON, supra note 5, at 19-22. "Before i9oo, blacks were not particularly segregated from whites, and although they were overrepresented in the poorest housing and the meanest streets, their residential status did not differ markedly from that of others in the same economic circumstances." Id. at 19. See generally GUNNAR MYRDAL, AN AMERICAN DILEMMA: THE NEGRO PROBLEM AND MODERN DEMOCRACY 279-303 (2oth Anniv. ed., 1962). Until the spread of motorized public transportation, commuting was not possible. I am hardly to first to point this out. See McAdams, Cooperation and Conflict, supra note 36, at 1037 (Discussing the theory that some individuals will make material sacrifices for group welfare and will do so for intangible rewards like honor or enhanced esteem. Furthermore, it discusses how employment of African-American help in southern homes rebuts the "desire to avoid contact with blacks."). McAdams analysis has been rejected by adherents to Law and Economics. See Epstein, Status-Production, supra note 37. The real problem with McAdams' critique, which I otherwise find persuasive, is that the racial status production that he identifies requires a group identity, and microeconomics assumes that the individual is the only relevant unit of analysis, i.e., that groups do not matter. Thus his theory violates a fundamental assumption of his critiques. It is unfortunate that such conflicts in assumptions are rarely articulated and that economic analysis proceeds without first making all assumptions explicit. Beginning with Gary Becker's ground-breaking work in 1957, law and economics had come to dominate discussion in many areas that I, at least, felt were ill-suited to that form of analysis. Like most humanists, I found something disturbing about applying cost-benefit treatment to phenomena such as human emotions. In particular, I was perturbed by how easily so many accepted that economic analysis could explain the mysteries of human [VOL. 57:255
HeinOnline --57 Hastings L.J. 276 [2005] [2006] specialists in employment discrimination are the categorical exception. 79 Those sympathizers who have incorporated economic approaches most systematically into their work have been concerned with broader research agendas and the application to racial discrimination has been just a feature or phase of their work." The major focus of the civil rights community, both within and without legal academe, has remained antidiscrimination and equality jurisprudence. This community has also had little exposure to the competing schools of economics that provide alternative approaches to those of Law and Economics, and whose theories are more in accord with the lived experience of racial discrimination. This situation is slowly changing. A growing number of younger scholars have incorporated economics into their work without wholesale acceptance of the assumptions underlying Law and Economics." Even fewer scholars (from any discipline) have focused on the barriers confronted by minority business owners. A small body of academic legal literature has developed around the issues faced by lower income communities seeking economic development, and constitutional scholars have examined affirmative action in the context of minority business development, most notably the constitutionality of minority business set-asides. Still, racial barriers faced by minority owned business firms, whether arising from contemporary discrimination or resulting from the legacy of past discrimination, have not been the subject of much interest. Minority entrepreneurs, the immediate beneficiaries of minority business programs and already comfortably middle class, might not inspire sufficient concern. Further, the roots of civil rights activism lie in nature. Id. at 218. One singal exception to this lack of interest in economic analysis of discrimination outside the employment context is Ian Ayres, who has also produced empirical as well as theoretical analyses. social welfare reform and the church. Neither would find a vision of legions of ambitious and well educated minority entrepreneurs becoming extravagantly rich (and voting accordingly) an appealing inducement for self-sacrifice. Given the competing claims on the resources and attention of public interest activists, family dysfunction, inadequate health care and education, high rates of incarceration and unemployment, among many other issues, minority business might not seem to warrant high priority. Yet until minorities have prosperous business communities, filled with financially successful Babbits 82 who their writers can satirize, true equality will remain a mirage.
While such a claim might appear self evident, the significance of minority business wealth is often overlooked. Besides dramatically increasing the public and private resources available to address our society's failings, it also provides access for minorities to the nongovernmental corridors of power. The pursuit of business wealth is not some version of "trickle down" economics.
'
The economic consequences of achieving business parity equate not to a few raindrops but to a torrential downpour.
III. THE IMPORTANCE OF BUSINESS WEALTH
To be a poor man is hard, but to be a poor race in the land of dollars is the very bottom of hardships.
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The Founding Fathers placed considerable faith in the institution of private property as the foundation of liberty. 8 5 African-American leaders in the early twentieth century recognized this too. Both Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois sought to foster business ownership.
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Neither foresaw that the ultimate success of their efforts to desegregate American society would as a byproduct destroy the then existing 82. SINCLAIR LEWIS, BABBIT (Bantam Classics 1998) (1922 African-American business community."7 The desegregation of public accommodations in 1964 caused a sudden collapse of the racial trade barriers in public accommodations. 8 It exposed the tiny cadre of AfricanAmerican business firms, accustomed to operating personal service and retail trade firms sheltered by rigid segregation from competition with the white mainstream, to an onslaught of competition for their most affluent customers from far larger mainstream firms, with national brands, more convenient locations, economies of scale, better technology, and much deeper pockets. Rapid decline ensued8 s Few of these firms, established to exploit and nurtured by segregated markets, have survived and prospered. Instead, African-American firms equipped to thrive and grow in a desegregated marketplace have tended to be new ventures, established by a new class of entrepreneurs. They lack not only established business networks, and often working capital and experience, but they also lack any legal protection from racial discrimination in a society where race still matters. Yet over the past several decades this new group, most of which is in wholesale trade or business services, economic sectors where previously black-owned firms were extremely rare, has grown much faster than the overall economy. Until recently the decline of traditional firms, previously supported by segregated markets in retail trade and personal services, had obscured their growth. Despite rapid growth, because they start from such a small base these newer firms have not yet become a significant factor in the economy.
Yet, without the existence of a successful business community, existing on a continuum in size and sophistication from Wall Street to Main Street, how can anyone claim the playing field has been leveled? Substantive racial equality requires a rough parity of resources in all the arenas of power, including the media, the military, government, politics, academe, and particularly business, the source of the privately controlled wealth essential to influence in most of the other venues.
Between 197o and 199o median black household incomes hovered near 6o% of median white household incomes.' During the decade of Act, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 243 (1964) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § § 2oooa-2oooh (1988) : 197o-6o.9%; i98o-57.6%; 1985-59.5%; 199o-59.8%; 1995-62.6% . This data set understates the the 1990s prosperity brought a small but steady rise to 65.7% by I999,' but it dropped to 64.4% by 2002," the most recent year for which data is available. To achieve parity, black household incomes must increase by more than one-half. Large as that gap is, however, the disparity in wealth dwarfs this disparity in incomes. The wealth (median net worth) of white households exceeds that of black households by five to ten times. 93 At higher levels of wealth, the disparity only increases. Four percent of white households have net worths exceeding $5oo,ooo, twenty times more than the respective percent of Black households (o.2%); 9 and because high wealth households are greatly undercounted, this census data understates the disparity. 95 Business participation rates reflect the same magnitude of disparity as wealth data. Of all the major minority groups in American society, African-Americans have the lowest business participation rate, engaging in self-employment at between one-quarter to one-third the frequency of size of the true disparity for at least two reasons; the data on money incomes of households excludes capital gains, id. at 414-15, of which the wealthy tend to receive a disproportionately large share, and because (given current income distributions) the medians underweight the impact of the extremely wealthy; and blacks are underrepresented among the wealthy. 94. NET WORTH AND ASSET OWNERSHIP: 1995, supra note 93, at 7 tbl. 4 . Mean net worth shows lesser multiples but much greater absolute magnitudes. Median wealth survey data is considered less skewed by the few observations for high income households. The Census survey found only forty-four percent of the aggregate wealth measured by the Federal Reserve survey. ASSET OWNERSHIP OF HOUSEHOLDS: 1993, supra note 93, at 2. Only at death is there an obligation to report total wealth to governments for purposes of state and federal estate taxes. In the interim, many assets virtually unique to the wealthy, e.g., jewelry, antiques, art collections, etc. appreciate over time and except for purposes of insurance or divorce are never reappraised for their fair market value. Even the appreciation of real estate and securities is unrecognized until these assets are sold. [Vol. 57:255 the overall population. 6 This rate has barely changed in the seventeen years between the 198o decennial census and the 1997 Survey of Minority-Owned Business Enterprises. 97 The selection of majors by African-American college students indicates a growing interest in business, but this indication does not differentiate between those seeking jobs with business firms and those planning to become entrepreneurs." Nonetheless, recent data reveal a significant emerging trend of successful entrepreneurship.
Voting Rights
The Census Bureau's Survey of Minority-Owned Business Enterprises (SMOBE) contains the most comprehensive data base for minority business activity. In the ten year interval from 1972 (the first year in which a full census was conducted) to 1982, the number of paid employees 99 with Black-owned firms increased by less than 13%." In (Winter 1993 (Winter -1994 .
99. Paid employment best captures the growth of these firms because the usual measure, revenues, requires continual adjustment for inflation. Employment also shows the effects of business activity on employees, a much larger group than the number of business owners. Everything else being equal, minority firms tend to have greater proportions of minority employees than non-minority firms, but the racial composition of these employees is not the focus of this analysis. African-American business owners who employ large numbers of nonminorities may have more cultural significance for our society than those whose labor force is largely minority. loo. Growth in numbers of employees: 1972-147,184 1977-164,177 1982 -165,765 (Restated as 121,373 in 1987 census publication to conform to then current criteria, which excluded all corporations except subchapter S firms.) 1987 -220,467 1992-345,193 1997-718,341 (Survey criteria revised to include all corporations including C corporations. Excluding all corporations but S corporations, the total would have been 378,346. See tbl.7.) five years, which includes the bursting of the internet bubble, employment at Black-owned firms increased only 7.3% (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) virtually the same total gain as for the entire economy (7.2%).°" While such rapid growth provides grounds for optimism about the future, unless this trend continues unbroken for decades, celebration would be premature. (In addition, some of this growth may be an artifact of the survey methodology used.)'" At present, African-Americans comprise twelve percent of the population, but employment with AfricanAmerican owned firms still constitutes less than one percent of all employment by U.S. firms. 4 Data on gross business receipts reveal the same picture. Less than half of one percent of all business receipts derive from Black-owned firms. 5 2002, available at http://www.census.gov/csd/sbo/sector/secoo.HTM.
103. The Census Bureau has struggled to accurately count C corporations, often the largest and most sophisticated business ventures, because these corporations have no Social Security Administration identifiers filed with their tax returns. Pass-through entities (sole proprietorships, partnerships, limited liability companies, and subchapter S corporations), whose income is taxed directly to owners, report social security numbers of owners, allowing racial identifiers in social security records to identify minority-owned firms. In the census for the years 1987 and 1992 the survey (1996) .
104.
Total employment in 1997 with U.S. firms was 103,359,815. 1997 ECONOMIC CENSUS: SURVEY OF MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES, supra note iOi, at 80 tbl.II. While some business firms are so large and old that their institutional character might argue against their having a racial character to their ownership, even if we eliminate all firms with 500 or more employees, Black-Owned firms still employ only 1.5% of the total. Id. at 92, tbl.I5 (Firms with 500 or more employees had 50,086,736 employees.). Firms without paid employees (those to which only owners or independent contractors provide services), while far more numerous (Of 823,499 Black-Owned firms in 1997, only 93,235 had paid employees. Id. at 17, tbl.i) than those with paid employees, comprising eighty-eight percent of all Black-Owned firms, averaged gross receipts of only $20,317, which after subtracting expenses would be far too little to support anyone. The vast majority of these firms without employees probably represented part-time efforts ancillary to the owner's main source of income as an employee of some other entity.
105. Id. at I7, 9o tbls.I & 14. The proportion of receipts from Black-Owned firms is 0.38%. growth rate, doubling market share every fifteen years, continues for another seventy-five years, only then would this share of business receipts reach the proportion of African-Americans in the total population.
THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BENEFITS OF A SIZEABLE BUSINESS SECTOR
In the world's largest and richest market economy, AfricanAmericans and other minorities' cannot participate as equals unless they too can deploy the private power generated by the control and ownership of substantial business assets. The ability to grant or deny desirable jobs and contracts extends influence far beyond the boundaries of particular business firms. Campaign contributions, offers of attractive employment opportunities and profitable business transactions can serve as currency to cement the implicit and explicit bargains that create mechanisms of private social control and allow business communities to influence and even dominate political leaders. Greater financial resources would also enhance the ability to fund special interest lobbying and extend political influence beyond turnout at the polling booths. Such private power is often exercised beyond either the public scrutiny or accountability demanded of public elected or appointed officials and it can serve broader purposes than the "public purposes"' 8 to which governments must dedicate their resources.
If African-American communities had a thriving private sector and business class, their wealth would ameliorate many of the persistent economic racial disparities in employment, income, and wealth. High and increasing rates of incarceration plague low income African-American communities. African-Americans without criminal records are viewed as less desirable than whites with such records."° African-American exoffenders face nearly insurmountable barriers. Potential employers of the same race might share sufficient personal networks of family and friends that the private information available to them might allow them to make more accurate judgments about rehabilitation and be more willing to employ them. Fragmentary data suggests that "minority owned firms are nearly twice as likely to accept ex-felons as are employers in general, .... suggesting either that they have information about these employees unavailable to other employers, or that they accept higher degrees of risk of employee misbehavior. A lack of private decision-making authority in most areas of the economy even limits the influence that African-Americans have achieved in the public sectors of politics and government. While political commentators decry the influence of money on politics, a paucity of financial resources to compete in money driven electoral campaigns creates a serious disadvantage for black elected officials. Many must negotiate the conflicting desires of a working class and low income electorate, while simultaneously raising campaign funds from the mainstream business community.
Increased African-American business ownership would increase social cohesion and strengthen other intangible factors.' that help political communities thrive. It would enable all groups to experience each other in new roles. When African-American entrepreneurs interact with other business owners as valued customers, suppliers, or sources of financing, old stereotypes are challenged and new images are created. Business networks are also social networks.
African-American ownership of media firms could, through programming choices and news coverage decisions, expand the boundaries of public discussion by drawing the public's attention to critical issues. Increased wealth would sustain philanthropic and charitable organizations, which could meet many social service and cultural needs without having to rely on the political process or subjecting itself to public sector constraints. Charities can pursue goals chosen by a minority faction within a political community when it cannot achieve sufficient consensus to become a majority and gain access to public resources. More equal wealth would reduce the social significance of segregated neighborhoods."
2 De facto segregated schools become an altogether different phenomenon when supported by a substantial tax base and attended by students from families whose affluence assures the advantages that resources provide. The persistence of discrimination may prevent achievement of complete equality across all measurable dimensions, but increased ownership of business assets would reduce many disparities.
Given the improvements in legal, political, social and economic status achieved by the antidiscrimination legal strategies of the civil rights movement, further gains in business ownership will likely continue even while levels of discrimination remain significant. Black business activity has grown despite the legacy of past discrimination and current racial barriers. Existing prohibitions against discrimination in [VOL. 57:255 employment, public accommodations, housing, and education will have desirable if indirect effects on business wealth. But rather than resting on these achievements, we should seek to accelerate the scope and sophistication of business activity. To do otherwise wastes enormous amounts of human potential, and exposes American society to the risk that intervening events might interrupt such improvements and exacerbate our racial divisions. The private power exercised by business owners and business firms is essentially economic power, and it impoverishes any discussion of the acquisition and development of such power to exclude or ignore the concepts, insights, and methods of the many different schools of economic thought.
IV. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF RACIAL PHENOMENA Equal protection doctrine no longer provides a useful lens through which to examine race or remediate racial inequities in American society. It once did. When laws classified and mandated by racial categories and imposed burdens and recognized privileges to ensure white supremacy, racially motivated decisions were clear and unambiguous. The line drawing and formulaic approaches of equal protection doctrine made sense. Yet today few explicit and unambiguously malign racial classifications continue to operate. Race with its evolving social and psychological facets has become a slippery, nuanced concept." '3 Its effects are often opaque both to those affected by and those making the decisions. It often influences decisions in murky and amorphous ways, leaving no single motive standing out as obviously determinative.
On occasion, economics has provided illuminating insights into racial phenomena. One classic gem by Thomas Schelling," 4 an economist who has written little else about racial phenomena, modeled the impact on housing segregation if blacks and whites had different preferences for degrees of integration for their neighborhoods, and each wished to avoid being part of a small minority. The results are striking. His model shows that even if both groups will accept significant levels of integration, the only stable arrangement will be nearly complete segregation. One counterintuitive implication of this analysis is that high degrees of segregation do not necessarily reflect high levels of racial intolerance. December 20051 While this model was simple and could not incorporate many factors affecting turnover in residential neighborhoods, it illustrated dynamics of racial turnover and resegregation, fueled not by raw bigotry, but merely a desire to avoid racial isolation. The policy implications of Schelling's analysis are troubling for the equal protection model of racial discrimination fueled by racial animus. Eliminating racial discrimination by real estate intermediaries (sales agents, mortgage brokers, insurers, etc.) from housing markets will not automatically create stable integrated neighborhoods. Neither will the resulting segregated neighborhoods reflect the aggregate desires of the individuals involved. Instead, the results might please no one. Unfortunately, changing the resulting patterns that might satisfy no one requires the coordination of many individual decisions. Accomplishing such coordination would typically involve race conscious governmental actions or market interventions by private organizations, and these might run afoul of current equality laws or antitrust prohibitions." 5 The essential benefit of such an analysis is to suggest that more than racial animus fuels residential segregation.
In two other contexts blaming racial animus for racial discrimination in real estate markets falls short as a complete explanation. Data on residential segregation shows that it persists at high levels, for all income groups, especially for African-Americans. Housing audits show that real estate sales agents "steer" African-American and Hispanic buyers to specific racially identifiable geographic areas even when these areas do not meet their declared preferences. The standard analysis assumes that racial bias among sales agents accounts for such practices. No doubt this is true in some cases, but as an explanation it is inadequate because it fails to answer a critical question.
Consider a major metropolitan region with a sizeable black middleclass and a documented history of racial steering. Rather than litigate fair housing claims in an attempt to reduce this practice, why is it not possible to just obtain a real estate license, publicize the discriminatory steering practices of one's competitors, announce one's own refusal to steer, and then collect commissions from minority buyers seeking to avoid being steered? Since no one pursues this business model, and there are plenty of minority agents around (presumably some of whom are unbiased), more than simple racial bias must account for the practice of steering. Any agent, black or white, who wants to maintain a profitable business must probably accommodate herself to steering, whatever their personal values. The market must somehow demand steering.
A similar anomaly exists in credit markets. The Community Reinvestment Act attempts to obligate banks to lend in the neighborhoods in which they locate offices. It seeks to prevent the practice known as redlining, in which lenders refuse credit to minority communities. Denials of credit can have a devastating impact, creating perverse incentives for property owners to defer or eliminate maintenance, and reducing wealth and general economic activity by eliminating a primary source of collateral and capital appreciation. The assumption underlying the Act is that banks or bank personnel refuse credit because of prejudice. But redlining creates business opportunities for other lenders if the markets that are starved have the potential to be profitable. Minority owned community banks could be formed or could expand to serve such markets. If they do not, then something about the market either creates a barrier to their expansion or reduces profitability below alternative opportunities. Without an accurate diagnosis, we cannot fix the problem, we can only fail repeatedly at correcting the wrong problem.
THE EFFECTS OF RACIALLY INFORMED DECISIONS
Microeconomics has developed a number of approaches to analyzing racial discrimination. 6 Only two have received much attention from legal academics. The first, developed by Gary Becker and discussed previously, attributes motives for discrimination to a preference for nonassociation. The second ascribes discrimination to a rational use of racial stereotypes to avoid the increased information costs necessary to acquire individualized information rather than to any malign motive. Becker's preference model contradicts the historical record, but at least it allows the potential irrational element of prejudice to fuel discrimination because the sources of preferences are outside the model. The concept of statistical discrimination, with its emphasis on rational stereotypes, denies that centuries of the well documented ideology of white supremacy used until the contemporary era to justify slavery and Jim Crow had any information effects.'' 7 I16. For a summary of the many economic perspectives on racial discrimination, see ECONOMICS AND DISCRIMINATION, supra note 37, at xxvii-xxxii (a two volume collection of reprinted articles on this general topic). In the introduction, Darity summarizes and briefly critiques some of the alternative economic motives for discrimination developed by economists.
I17. As a concept, statistical discrimination implicitly assumes that enactment of the 1964 Civil Rights Act caused an instantaneous and complete change of heart in the white population, even among those who opposed its enactment most vehemently. It ignores what we know about both the human personality and a culture's resistance to change," 8 and even our cognitive function." 9
A more plausible analytical model for discrimination would recognize that while stereotypes may incorporate generalizations with varying degrees of accuracy, race also projects irrational elements into decisions. Race is information, but its use as information is often far from perfectly rational. Race can corrupt decisions in a number of ways that might lead to systematic errors.
First, statistical discrimination claims to describe a rational phenomenon because its racial stereotypes substitute for more individualized information that is either unavailable or more costly to obtain."' 2 The more psychologically plausible claim is that the presence of race in the information mix leads to systematic pessimistic errors in estimates of both the degree of availability and the acquisition cost of more individualized information.' 2 ' Second, information about racial II8. It also incorporates the consequences of prior discrimination as its justification for continuing "rational" discrimination. Until recently, it appeared that race-along with sex and age-was encoded in an automatic and mandatory fashion. The encoding of race was thought to be spontaneous and automatic because the pattern of recall errors that indicates race encoding occurred in the absence of instructions to attend to the race of targets, and across a wide variety of experimental situations. It was thought to be mandatory-encoded with equal strength across all situations-because every attempt to increase or decrease the extent to which subjects encode the race of targets had failed. Sept. 27, 1974 , at 1 124. Their heuristics of "representativeness" (in which the probability that object A belongs to class B is evaluated by the degree to which A resembles B), and "availability" ("in which people assess the frequency of a class or the probability of an event by the ease with which instances or occurrences can be brought to mind") would seem to have implications for interracial interactions. Id. at 1124-27. The representativeness heuristic suggests that when racial stereotypes are identity in a culture still struggling with its legacy of white supremacy might increase the uncertainty involved in the interpretation of other information. In this latter circumstance, information about race undermines the decision maker's confidence in the reliability or accuracy of other information or increases the uncertainty of inferences drawn from that information. For instance, credentials held by AfricanAmericans are often undervalued when compared to the same credentials held by whites. Some would blame this disparate valuation on affirmative action programs, but the same differential valuation phenomenon was common before such programs existed and persists even in the absence of such programs.' 22 The greater perceived unreliability or uncertainty creates an incentive to acquire more information, which is costly and can lead to the selection of an alternative and cheaper choice not burdened with racial information.' 23 Third, race can corrupt the judgment of decision makers without their realizing it, and in contrast to the second category, cause errors to be made without undermining confidence in the decision or creating ambivalence about the inferences drawn.' 24 In this instance, race (as cognitively present, even those with some statistical validity, decisions will ignore base rate frequencies and be insensitive to sample size. Id. at 1124-25. The availability heuristic confuses the easy retrievability from memory with the frequency of occurrence and strong stereotypes, being easily recalled, will be judged more statistically frequent than warranted. Id. at i 127. This latter heuristic also results in biases of imaginability when assessments of frequency must be constructed from imagination and are not stored in memory. Id. at I127-28. People evaluate frequency or probability from the ease of imaginability, which do not necessarily reflect frequency. Id. Thus imagining an African-American in a given role of competence may be difficult and thus judged infrequent even though the frequency of actual occurrence is greater.
122. The difficulty that extremely successful African-American quarterbacks experienced trying to continue playing at that position when moving from high school to the college ranks, or from there to the professional leagues, illustrated this phenomenon and has been widely discussed by sports writers, but this problem has largely ceased. See KENNETH L. SHROPSHIRE, IN BLACK AND WHITE at xix (1996) .
A similar open and notorious phenomenon exists with respect to access to head coaching positions in professional football, manager positions in professional baseball, or front office positions in either sport. See generally id.
123.
When the white candidate is chosen, since "white" is the norm, at the conscious level no explicit racial information is involved.
124. See generally Devah Pager, The Mark of a Criminal Record (Nov. 2002) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University) (on file with the Hastings Law Journal). Ms. Pager used matched pairs of "testers" to audit the extent to which a criminal record affected subsequent employment outcome. She found that a criminal record is associated with a fifty percent reduction in employment opportunities for whites and a sixty-four percent reduction for blacks. The more dramatic finding was that seventeen percent of whites with criminal records received call backs for interviews with employers, more favorable treatment than the African-American without criminal records, only fourteen percent of whom received call backs. Another decisional effect of racial information results from the social demography of American society, notably its pervasive segregation. Employers and managers often use social and professional networks to confirm the reliability of information provided by job applicants and potential customers or suppliers. Paper credentials have limited value. The most valuable reference is one known to the decision maker, especially a reference with more substantial ties to the decision maker than to the candidate. In this latter case, the risk of reputational injury to the reference if it falsely confirms exaggerated and unwarranted claims by the candidate assures the decision maker of the accuracy of the reference. Unfortunately, given the high degree of segregation in our society, African-American and other minority candidates are less likely to have references also known to the decision maker.' 25 This phenomenon is less consequential for entry level jobs or small, episodic business transactions, but the more senior and powerful the job, or the larger and more significant the transaction, the more crucial it becomes that decisions be based upon reliable information. At the top of the employment and business transaction pyramids a considerable degree of common interconnected networks exist, and this interconnectivity increases the disadvantage of those who do not belong. Insiders who share more social and professional networks with the decision maker can have the substance of their nominal credentials and performance claims more easily confirmed than outsiders. If, to overcome this disadvantage, outsider candidates devote time and resources to establishing a reputation within the social and professional networks of the decisionmaker, they have increased their costs, simply changing the form of their disadvantage, but not eliminating it. 126. This would be analogous to establishing a business overseas in a foreign society and learning the language, customs, and mores of that society in order to fit in. In the dominant market economy on the planet in an era of global interdependence, it is inconceivable that racial inequalities will disappear so long as such wide divergences exist between the rates and scale of African-American business ownership and the national average. How much of this deficit is attributable to prior discrimination, and how much to continuing racial barriers is unclear, and additionally, these two categories are not analytically distinct. Discrimination in business to business transactions is not prohibited. As a practical matter, it cannot be. Given current trends in Supreme Court opinions, race conscious business development programs will soon be barred.' 32 In any event, existing equal protection doctrine has so distorted these programs that whatever marginal success they have had as business development tools is purely coincidental, leaving market-based race-neutral programs as the only remaining remedy to achieve economic equity.
Yet we lack the analytical tools and infrastructure to conduct the kinds and varieties of economic analysis needed to inform policy development. In the current intellectual climate the insights into racial phenomena that economics might make available would lack credibility within key African-American constituencies. The difficulty is thus twofold. First, the credibility of economics must be restored in the eyes of a constituency predisposed to view racial discrimination as a psychological, sociological, and cultural phenomena, but doubtful that economic analysis provides useful insights. Second, economic analysis must proceed in such a way that it generates market-based policies that plausibly promise to improve the situation.
Restoring credibility to economics, the first task and the start of which this essay aspires to attempt, requires showing how Law and Economics erred. More critical to this task than contesting its assumptions, which others have done both much earlier and far better than I, is to show how Law and Economics erred even by the lights of its own highly debatable assumptions. To this end this essay examined how Law and Economics scholars overlooked even the possibility that victims of discrimination could experience psychic costs. effects for African-Americans are modeled along with those for whites, the policy implications dramatically differ from those typically espoused by Law and Economics scholars. Market competition provides no assurance that nondiscriminatory firms will supplant discriminatory ones. Antidiscrimination laws no longer appear inefficient or wasteful. Law and Economics scholars, in extending an analysis developed to explain firm specific phenomena to a complex historical and cultural phenomenon like racial discrimination, ignored the limiting assumptions' 33 upon which neoclassical economics depends.
The second task involves conceptualizing race and racial barriers in ways that generate policy proposals whose implementation might erode the racial barriers constraining the opportunities available to minority business firms. Thinking about race as a special type of information, with a corrosive effect on both related information and on those who use it, contrasts markedly with the neoclassical approach." 3 It avoids the diametric contradiction to the historical record that epitomized the Law and Economics preference model, and it rejects the rational choice theory at its core.
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Conceiving the problem as, in part, an information problem suggests some possible solutions. If information is part of the problem, either insufficient information or defective processing of available information,: then policies that reward obtaining additional information or which create benefits for those that process information more accurately seem likely to erode the racial barriers that inhibit the formation and growth of African-American business firms.' 37 Describing racial phenomena in terms of information problems is also consistent with the historical record and has considerable explanatory power. Whether this approach or some other one ultimately proves more 133. The core assumptions have been articulated as "i) the assumption of rational, maximizing behavior by agents with given and stable preference functions; 2) a focus on attained, or movements toward, equilibrium states; and 3) the absence of chronic information problems (there is, at most, a focus on probabilistic risk: excluding severe ignorance, radical uncertainty, or divergent perceptions of a given reality)." Geoffrey M. Hodgson, The Return of Institutional Economics, in THE HANDBOOK OF ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY 6o-6i (Neil J. Smelser & Richard Swedberg eds., 1994) . Another assumption critical to the analysis of this article is that market exchanges occur between equals. See MARK ECONOMICS 35 (1996) .
SEIDENFELD, MICROECONOMIC PREDICATES TO LAW AND
134. Neoclassical microeconomics assumes perfect information or at least no information problems.
135. Rational choice theory is a useful analytical tool for certain purposes; it is not an accurate or comprehensive description of reality. The challenge to critics of rational choice theory is to develop a model with greater explanatory power and with fewer distortions or inadequacies.
136. An information approach allows incorporation of the irrational element of prejudice from the psychological model. beneficial, thinking about race in economic terms is essential to the creation of business development policies, and without exponential increases in the scale and sophistication of African-American business, substantive equality will remain elusive.
